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Abstract: Quality assessment of DNA microarrays uses different spot parameters that 

contain complete information to describe each microarray and detect corrupted spots. 

Images obtained through replication should result in improved quality as measured 

according to parameters. We propose methods to determine the number of replicates 

required to achieve a certain level of quality, and present an application to the parameter 

known as Background. 
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1.     Introduction 

     Application of DNA microarray data in the diagnosis of and treatment planning for a 

large number of diseases is developing at a fast pace [1]. For example the importance of 

DNA microarrays increased dramatically in 2009 with the detection of a new influenza 

virus of swine origin (H1N1), since microarray technology is vital for effective global flu 

surveillance [2], and flu vaccine safety evaluation [3]. The importance of gene expression 

data extends from cancer research [4] to the study of plant diseases [5-6]. “It is essential to 

identify those arrays with low quality [7],” so it is surprising that “few if any objective 

metrics or established quality control (QC) standards are used to evaluate the quality of 

microarray studies [8],” and “the usefulness of most QC is unsubstantiated and no specific 

QC method has been embraced by the community [9].”  

Tan, et al. [10] were among the first to report results of gene expression measurements 

obtained using different commercially available microarray platforms. Comparisons for 

significant gene expression changes and correlations in gene expression levels showed 

considerable divergence. Results suggested a need for established industrial 

manufacturing standards and further validation of the technology. Shi, et al. [11] 

reanalyzed the dataset of Tan, et al. [10] to find their report of low cross-platform 

concordance mainly due to a combination of poor choice of data analysis procedures and 

low intra-platform consistency. Results of Shi, et al. [11] illustrate the importance of 

establishing reference datasets to objectively assess the merits of various data analysis 

procedures. Therefore, Canales, et al. [12] had begun to progressively coordinate the 

Microarray Quality Control (MAQC) project, its datasets validated by alternative 

platforms. It would seem that traditional quality control research into microarray studies is 

still in great need and would do much to support statistical methodologies in the spirit of 

Craig, et al. [13], and compliment the associated graphical approaches described by Chen 

[14], and Castelo and Roverato [15]. 

2.    Literature 

     With readily obtainable data for preprocessing, and given explicit support by the 

literature, research in statistical quality control for DNA microarray data has begun [16-
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17]. For example the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) at the National Center for 

Biotechnology Information (NCBI) is a public storehouse that archives and freely 

distributes gene expression data that are generated by DNA microarray technology [18]. 

The microarray analysis of Chimka and Oden [17] is associated with GEO accessions 

described by Khojasteh, et al. [19]. The data are ten original variables including ratios of 

microarray spot signal intensities, and a derivative variable, named Value, that supposedly 

benefits from microarray image processing and normalization. Chimka and Oden [17] 

analyzed Value with control charts for individual measurements, and the ten original 

variables with multivariate Hotelling [20] T
2
 control charts [21], subject to traditional and 

more conservative decision rules for rejecting the hypothesis of control. 

Assuming the accessions are error free samples, Chimka and Oden [17] applied 

process monitors and sought Type I error rates associated with what is expected based on 

statistical theory. The best model was a conservative version of the Hotelling T
2
, while the 

normalization of datasets on average was not well suited to more traditional models of 

statistical quality control, even though the reason for normalization is to reduce systematic 

errors [22]. Most importantly multivariate errors did not coincide much with errors from 

the individuals control charts indicating neither method might have correctly identified 

out-of-control signals in this context. This is an important result, “because even one 

outlying replicate can have a disastrous effect on the estimated intensity for the gene 

concerned [23].” 

Quality assessment of DNA microarrays uses different spot parameters that contain 

complete information to describe each microarray and detect corrupted spots. Our recent 

work on quality control standards to evaluate microarray studies selects determinant 

parameters and estimates what should be their threshold values. Chimka, et al. [24] 

describes an effort to establish parameter thresholds for evaluation of gene expression data 

by imagining a multidimensional definition of quality that is subsequently used to assess 

classification errors associated with simple models of spot quality. Methods are dominated 

by K-means clustering and logistic regression. Results suggest that a consistent and 

objective definition of quality can be found, and statistical models of spot quality can be 

efficient and useful. 

In order to improve microarray expression quality, corrupted spots might be corrected 

or replaced by qualified spots through replication. Pan, et al. [25] presented a 

nonparametric method to answer the question of how to calculate an appropriate number 

of replicates as a function of 1) magnitude of gene expression change, 2) desired statistical 

power to detect the change, and 3) a specified Type I error rate. Our research is focused 

instead on developing new methods to understand the variation of quality as a function of 

replication. 

3.    Replication Research 

     We analyzed two images quantified by Jain, et al. [26]. Each microarray image is a 

slide which contains 7056 spots arrayed in a set of 4 x 4 sub-arrays each containing 21 x 

21 spots. Every spot is described by features that include X image coordinate of spot 

center and Y image coordinate of spot center. Features that are relevant to preliminary 

analysis include test background mean (Test Back) and reference background mean (Ref 

Back) [27]. With support from the literature we establish the following parameter to 

define quality: Background = Max {[Test Back – median (Test Back)] / standard deviation 

(Test Back)], [Ref Back – median (Ref Back)] / standard deviation (Ref Back)]}. The lesser 

is the Background, the greater is the quality. The quality characteristic or statistic of 

interest then becomes the median of Background values that compose a subset of spots. 
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     To describe the relationship median (Background) versus replicate we first combined 

the data from both images and randomly assigned the (7056 x 2) spots to subsets. This 

was done in four different ways that resulted in four different samples of the theoretical 

relationship between quality and replication. 

� 3528 randomly assigned spots to particular positions per each of four replicates 

� 1764 randomly assigned spots to particular positions per each of eight replicates 

� 882 randomly assigned spots to particular positions per each of sixteen replicates 

� 441 randomly assigned spots to particular positions per each of 32 replicates. 

For example of the 3528 spots per each of four replicates, the median of Background was 

computed based on the initial replicate of randomly assigned 3528 spots. The median 

would improve or decrease when spots of the initial replicate were contrasted with spots 

in similar positions of the subsequent replicate, and replaced by those with more desirable 

or lesser Background values. The median would continue to decline, as positional 

Background values were replaced by lesser values whenever possible due to replication. 

With a median (Background) for every successive replicate (among four, eight, sixteen or 

32) one can see the relationship between quality and replication is approximately log-

linear, and its strength can be quantified by transforming the predictor replicate number 

(1, 2, 3, 4, etc.) to its natural logarithm and finding the correlation coefficient relevant to 

median quality (see Table 1). 

Table 1: Correlation between Median (Background) and Natural Log of Replicate No. 

Replicates Spots per Replicate Correlation Coefficient 

4 3528 -0.9996 

8 1764 -0.9976 

16 882 -0.9956 

32 441 -0.9925 

4.    Conclusions 

     To illustrate the relationship between quality and replication we present in Figure 1 the 

median (Background) versus replicate number for the case of 1764 spots per each of eight 

replicates. Judging from the illustration and correlation coefficients in Table 1 the 

relationship between quality and replication seems simply stated (log-linear) and strong. 

This knowledge should aid the analyst in deciding what should be the number of 

replicates required to achieve a certain quality level at least with respect to Background 

values among a number of spots. In other words, a quantified relationship between quality 

and replicate number could suggest the establishment of certain quality parameter 

thresholds, the subject of ongoing research [24]. Further with good cost estimates of 

replication an optimal solution to the problem could be available. Future research into the 

relationship between quality and replication could rely on the methods described here 

applied to new microarray images and/or definitions of quality. Ideally the analysis of new 

images and parameters would contribute to valid and useful multivariate process 

monitoring and control for DNA microarray studies [28]. 
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Figure 1: Median of Background versus Replicate Number 
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